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Mixed woodland serves as a transition between
native woodland below and conifer forest above.
Transition should improve as open areas
regenerate with broadleaves and Norway
spruce planting is extended to across forest road.

Better soils and less exposure will allow some increased diversity of
conifers in views from the Kintyre Way.  Planted broadleaves
have however largely failed in the past, pehaps in part due to
species choice and lack of maintenance.

Deep peats will require SS/LP self-thinning mixtures to establish.
Some areas have achieved very poor growth in the first rotation
and these have been returned o open space.  This will also have
landscape benefits, removing skyline conifers and straight forest
edge.

Native woodland introduced, as edge woodland, for landscaping
and to shorten required roading needed in the next rotation.  Most
exposed and poorest areas will be restored to Upland heathland.

Straight edge scalloped in next rotation.

Conifers removed from skyline in next rotation.

Consolidation of open habitat corridors associated
with felling for Black grouse habitat improvement.

Conifers removed from Tarbert backcloth.  Open space will exceed
the area under tree cover to preserve open views fo amenity.

Opportunity to open up area between
Kintyre Way and lochan at next rotation.

Conifers have been kept extending down ridges, whilst
broadleaves have been extended up watercourses to
create an interlocking landscape, rather than a horizontal
divide between broadleaves/open areas below and
conifers above.  Species choice is however limited by
exposure and soils.

Some areas not visible from Tarbert but deforested under
the MFST project will be restocked with adjoining coupes
to balance further conifer removal from visible areas.

Sitka spruce will be the main commercial conifer most suited to the
area.  SS/LP self-thinning mixtures on poorer areas will be
expected to yield pure SS crops at the end of the rotation.

Native woodland will extend around the northern and
eastern edges of the forest to form a network, with
associated benefits for landscape and wildlife.
Rhododendron and other exotics will be removed
from these areas.

Area of marginal value for commercial forestry that forms
a buffer with the SSSI below, will be allowed to regenerate
with a mixture of broadleaves and conifers.  Future
management wil depend on what regenerates.
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Species Mixture:  Main colour = Dominant species
Dots = Secondary species
Sitka spruce with Birch shown here


